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Goodbye, Columbus and The Passion of Tasha Darsky: The Immigrant Experience Captured in Art

Since the discovery of America by the Europeans in the Middle Ages, migration to this country has never stopped. People from all over the world, from all ethnic, cultural, and religious backgrounds have made the decision to leave their motherlands and move to the United States of America. In many cases, people came to the U.S. looking for refuge because they were not accepted or even persecuted in their native countries (O’Callaghan 8-19). This was also the case for many European Jews. 
Jews have lived in the United States for a very long time. The first twenty-three Jews arrived in New Amsterdam in 1654. However, the first mass-immigration as a result of persecution was not until the 1820s when many European Yiddish- speaking Jews migrated to the U.S.A. (“Jews in America”). Not long after this wave of immigration had slowed down, another mass-immigration started. This time a large number of Jews from Russia and other eastern-European countries found refuge in the United States. The estimated population of Jews in the United States in 2006 was 6,452,030. This was about 2.2 percent of the total population (“Jewish Virtual Library”). 
This paper will focus on Jewish-American fiction. The number of Jewish-American writers has grown as the population of Jewish-Americans increased and they have been fairly successful since the second half of the twentieth century. Saul Bellow is one of the first Jewish-American writers to have become famous with his publication of The Adventures of Augie March in 1953. Many followed in Bellow’s footsteps, such as Philip Roth and Bernard Malamud. There are many more Jewish-American writers but the majority do not have a wide audience. Of course, some famous Jewish-American fiction dates from the first half of the twentieth century, such as The Rise of David Levinsky by Abraham Cahan, but, in general, the fiction from the 1950s onwards is better known. 
Ample information can be found about the history of Jews in America. In addition, ever since Jewish-American authors have achieved success, a considerable amount of literature has been published on the authors and their literary works. Most of the scholarship to date has tended to focus on, for instance, one specific author (e.g. The Long, Unhappy, Life of Saul Bellow by J. Epstein), one specific novel (e.g. Love and Identity: Neil Klugman’s Quest in ‘Goodbye, Columbus’ by H.N. Nilson), the presence of certain topics in Jewish-American literature, such as the holocaust (e.g. Witness Through the Imagination: Jewish- American holocaust literature by Lilian Kremer), or even language use in Jewish-American literature (e.g. Call It English by Hana Wirth- Nesher).  
Although all the above-mentioned subjects are fascinating for various reasons, it can also be interesting to compare writers and their work. Works from authors of stories with the same general genre or similar topics are often compared to each other. However, it seems little attention has been paid to comparing Jewish-American fiction by different writers. This paper will discuss and compare the debut novels of two Jewish-American writers, namely Philip Roth and Yael Goldstein. The novels concerned are Goodbye, Columbus and The Passion of Tasha Darsky, respectively. Brief summaries of the novels will follow.
Goodbye, Columbus is set in the 1950s.The main character and narrator is Neil Klugman. Neil lives with his aunt, uncle, and cousin in Newark (Roth 38). He is a third generation Jewish immigrant who works in the local library because he is not sure what he want to do for the rest of his life (Roth 44). The story starts with Neil remembering the first time he saw Brenda Patimkin. “The first time I saw Brenda she asked me to hold her glasses” (Roth 11). This is how the reader knows the story is not set in present time. The reader is then told the story of one summer in Neil Klugman’s life. The summer he spent with Brenda. Brenda and her family are portrayed as Neil’s opposites. Brenda is also a third- generation Jewish immigrant but her family have already moved away from the Jewish neighbourhoods and have become very rich (Roth 17, 38-39). The reader gets to know Neil through his thoughts about Brenda, Brenda’s family, and their lifestyle, instead of getting to draw a clear picture of what his own life is like. 
The titular heroine of The Passion of Tasha Darsky is a great violinist. Unlike Goodbye, Columbus, this story is not set in a specific time. Rather, it goes back and forth between past and present. Tasha’s life story is told through her own memories starting at when she was five years old, when she first started to learn to play the violin, to the present, when she has stopped performing all over the world and is trying to be of help to her daughter Alex who is a very talented piano player and composer. The Passion of Tasha Darsky tells the story of a perfectionist who is struggling to accept the talent she has (playing the violin) because she is scared of the possibility of lacking another talent (composing). Tasha’s insecurities come with puberty and continue through her time at Harvard. It is during her years at Harvard that she meets Jean Paul Boumedienne who is also a student and an extremely talented piano player and very promising composer. It is Jean Paul who eventually worsens her insecurity but at the same time brings out her biggest talent which brings her great success. It is also Tasha who causes Jean Paul to succeed in creating his ‘new music’ by leaving him and breaking his heart. It is for this reason that they both remain important factors in each other’s lives.
As was mentioned before, Roth and Goldstein are both Jewish- American writers. Even though Jewish- American writers are considered to belong to this specific category, they and their works are often very different. This applies to Roth and Goldstein. Firstly, there is a big age difference, and, consequently, a generational difference. Roth was born in the 1930s and belongs to the post-immigrant generations whereas Goldstein was born in the 1970s and  belongs to the post-acculturated generation of  Jewish- Americans.
Comparing writers does not solely have to do with looking at the meanings behind their individual works but also with cultural differences. The writers’ backgrounds have an effect on their work.  ‘Cultural differences’ has a very broad meaning. Culture is not something that solely has to do with what country a person is from. It also addresses generational differences, differences between men and women, and so on (Agar 13-16). It is important to know more about the writers before moving on to discuss the novels. The writers’ own experiences affect the stories they write and the characters they create. Roth and Goldstein represent two different generations of Jewish- Americans and have very different backgrounds. A brief biography of the writers will follow.
Philip Roth was born in Newark, New Jersey, in 1933 (“The Philip Roth Society”). Little information can be found about his background. It is known that his grandparents migrated to the United States in the nineteenth century, which means that Roth is a third generation, and post-immigrant generation, Jewish- American. He studied English and received his B.A. and M.A. at Brucknell University and the University of Chicago respectively (“The Philip Roth Society”). His first novella, Goodbye Columbus, was published in 1959. From the beginning, Roth has been a rather controversial author. The characters in Roth’s fiction are usually Jewish. A trademark of his fiction is that it is not considered to be very discreet. It is this combination that is the cause for the criticism Roth has received over the years, mostly from Jews. His work has been branded “dangerous, dishonest, and irresponsible” (Rubin 42). Roth says of his critics that they are reading his fiction “in terms of “approval” and “disapproval” of Jews” (Rubin 43). He believes the critics are afraid of a negative attitude towards Jews. They worry about what other people, non- Jews, will think when they read his stories. According to Roth, fiction should be able to break free from the usual restrictions and release feelings in people that they would not normally experience (Rubin 44). The idea that some Jews are afraid of the consequences of his work, troubles Roth greatly. It upsets him to think that they are constantly afraid that something similar to WW II will happen again and that they keep living like victims when they have no reason to. Roth sees this as an insult to all the Jews that were killed during the war (Rubin 59). 
Yael Goldstein’s family had been in the United States longer than Roth’s when Goldstein was born. She belongs to the post- acculturated generation of Jewish- Americans.  Goldstein was born in New Brunswick, New Jersey, 1978 (“About Yael Goldstein”). She grew up in a very religious environment and felt that her religion was her identity. “I had an overpowering sense of myself as Jewish”(Rubin 320). From a very young age, Goldstein had a great love for the stories of the Bible (Rubin 323). After she found some inconsistencies in the Bible as a teenager, she was “devastated by this realization” and remembers feeling “emptied and abandoned” (Rubin 327,329). She was unable to come to terms with this and put the Bible aside for a while after these events ( Rubin 329). However, when a professor made biblical reference during a lecture while Goldstein was in college, she started thinking of the biblical stories once again (Rubin 330-331). Even though she no longer believes in them, they are still her favourite literary works and they inspire her to write her own stories (Rubin 329, 331). This is the reason she likes to call herself a ‘writerly Jew’ rather than a Jewish writer (Rubin 319-320). 
Furthermore, an important difference is that Roth is an established writer who has written many novels and short stories while Goldstein is still at the start of her career. Admirers and critics have discussed Roth’s work extensively. Some examples are Steve Glassman and Samuel J. Tindall. Glassman discussed the use of fruit imagery in Neil’s and Brenda’s relationship in the novel, which he says Roth used to “[prepare] the reader for the affair’s unhappy ending” (Glassman). Tindall has written about Neil Klugman’s consistent errors in sports terminology in the novel. When it comes to this, Neil is “a hopeless schlemiel” (Tindall). According to Tindall, Neil’s nonexistent knowledge about sports is another early indicator that Neil’s and Brenda’s relationship will not work out and that Neil does not fit in the Patimkin world. There are several scenes throughout the novel where it becomes clear to the reader that sports are very important to the Patimkin family and that they are very competitive. This paper will not discuss these aspects of Goodbye, Columbus, but will focus on Neil’s post-immigrant experience and on Roth’s use of art and a minor character, a coloured boy, as metaphors which were also partly discussed by Barry Gross in his article “American Fiction, Jewish Identity, and Black Characters: The Return of “The Human Negro” in Philip Roth”.
Goldstein, contrastingly, has not had many works published yet and not nearly as many texts can be found on her novel, The Passion of Tasha Darsky. It seems that, so far, there are only literary reviews. The reviews mostly speak of Overture, which was the former title of the same novel. Overall, the reviews speak of a promising debut, such as in Ellen Loughran’s review for ‘Booklist’ and Susanne Well’s review in ‘Library Journal’ who recommends Overture “for all literary fiction collections”(Wells).
It will be interesting to see that despite all the differences, similarities can also be found in Roth’s and Goldstein’s debut novels. Important similarities are that art plays a significant role in both of them and that both the protagonists have Jewish backgrounds and are in search of their identities. In Goodbye, Columbus, art is used very subtly as a symbol for Neil’s struggle to find his own identity. His Jewish background is at the centre of his struggle. Conversely, in The Passion of Tasha Darsky, for Tasha, art is at the centre of her struggle to find her own identity while ethnicity is very much in the background . This, interestingly, has to do with the fact that Neil and Tasha portray different generations of Jewish- Americans. Philip Roth and Yael Goldstein themselves represent two different generations of Jewish-American writers. Roth represents the post-immigrant generation and Goldstein the post-acculturated generation. The differences between these generations are reflected in their debut novels. The main character in Roth’s Goodbye, Columbus, Neil Klugman, is a third generation Jewish- American. Neil was born to a poor family in Newark which is a city well known for becoming home for many Jewish immigrants starting in the nineteenth century (Geisheimer). Neil is not certain whether he is a Jewish-American or an American-Jew, meaning he is not certain whether the Jewish lifestyle or the American lifestyle suits him best. The main character in Goldstein’s novel is Tasha Darksy. She, like Goldstein, represents the post-acculturated generation of Jewish- Americans. Tasha’s family is very wealthy and they live in New York City. She wants to be a great violinist and composer. Music is one of the most important things in Tasha’s life and in it lie her talents and her struggles. It can be stated that although the protagonists in Goodbye, Columbus and The Passion of Tasha Darsky portray people’s universal quest to find their own identity, the terms that define their quest reflect the differences between two different generations of Jewish-Americans, namely the post-immigrant and post-acculturated generations.
The following paragraphs will discuss Neil’s quest to find his own identity in Goodbye, Columbus and Tasha’s quest to find her identity in The Passion of Tasha Darsky respectively. The discussions of the novels will be followed by a conclusion.
In the following five paragraphs it will be argued that Neil Klugman, the protagonist in Goodbye, Columbus, is struggling to find out who he is and where he fits in, as he does not feel happy or comfortable in any of the places he knows. Neil’s struggle has to do with his immigrant roots as he is stuck between being an immigrant Jew and an American. Roth has used art as a metaphor for Neil’s situation. 
Goodbye, Columbus is narrated by the main character, Neil Klugman. Neil is a young man in his early twenties who lives in Newark. He stays with his aunt and uncle because his parents had to move to Arizona (Roth 38). They are a lower- middle class family. The reader does not get to know much about Neil’s life as the whole story takes place in just a few weeks time. Neil’s description of his Newark-life, however, conveys the sense that he is not very happy. Firstly, Neil earned a bachelor’s degree in philosophy at Newark Colleges of Rutgers University but for now works at the library (Roth 44). The reason he works there is simply because he does not know what he wants to do yet (Roth 44). He does not like this work though and he does not think he will keep working at the library for the rest of his life. “...there were many hours when I never quite knew how I’d gotten there or why I stayed” (Roth 32). Also, Neil does not seem to have much of a social life. He does not spend time with any friends apart from Brenda Patimkin, who he meets at the beginning of the book, and he does not like his colleagues very well either, which becomes clear when he says “I had strange fellows at the library...” (Roth 32). Additionally, throughout the book, in the scenes with his aunt Gladys and cousin Doris, it becomes clear that he does not really fit in with his family either. It is not that he does not like his family but he does not understand them and they do not understand him. Neil seems to be an outsider. His whole life in Newark simply does not fit him. The scenes in Newark can give the reader the feeling that this life seems to be like a sort of prison to him. Steven M. Cohen has written in his book American Modernity and Jewish Identity that the first Jewish immigrants in the United States all went to live in the same neighbourhoods in the same cities. They were all working class and struggled to make a living. Their children went to live in more middle- class neighbourhoods but the areas where they lived were still mostly Jewish. Third and later generations moved away from the Jewish neighbourhoods so that the American- Jews spread out more over the cities. Most of them only spoke English and they became very developed economically and socially (Cohen, 21). Neil is a third generation immigrant Jew and it is probable that he does not feel like he belongs in Newark because it is too closely connected with his immigrant background. Newark is not American enough for Neil and does not provide enough opportunity. 
The story is set in summer and when Neil accompanies his cousin Doris to go swimming at the Green Lane Country Club and meets Brenda (Roth 11, 14). 
Brenda Patimkin and her family used to live in Newark when she was little (Roth 17). Her father’s company, ‘Patimkin Kitchen and Bathroom Sinks’, is very successful and they are now an upper-middle class family (Roth 38-39). They live in a very large house with a huge garden in Short Hills. When Neil meets Brenda and her family and sees her house, he is very impressed with everything. He is finally getting a taste of a different lifestyle. On the one hand, it is all very appealing to Neil and he describes it almost as paradise. It first becomes clear how far divided Neil’s life is from Short Hills when he goes over to Brenda’s house for the first time and says that “It was, in fact, as though the hundred and eighty feet that the suburbs rose in altitude above Newark brought one closer to heaven... “(Roth 14-15). Neil is even a bit intimidated by the Patimkins, which becomes clear, for instance, when he first meets Brenda’s brother Ron Patimkin at the swimming pool. He says about this meeting that “Ron Patimkin emerged from the lower depths we’d just inhabited and his immensity was before us”(Roth 22). Also, when Neil stays for dinner at Brenda’s home, he says that they “did not eat in the kitchen; rather, the six of us – Brenda, myself, Ron, Mr. and Mrs. Patimkin, and Brenda’s little sister, Julie- sat around the dining room table”(Roth 23). This implies that Neil is used to eating in the kitchen and is not used to having a separate dining room. In this same part it becomes clear that the Patimkins even have a maid, which is something that Neil is definitely not accustomed to (Roth 23). Their garden is full of sporting goods and to Neil it seems as if all that equipment grew from the trees (Roth 39). The refrigerator is so full of fruit that it seems to him that it must have grown there (Roth 39). 
What stands out about the Patimkins is that they seem to be an ‘all American’ family. Everything about them is American. Sports are very important to them, they have everything they want plus the money to buy much more. Even their appearances are made more American, which Neil finds out about when Brenda tells him she had her nose fixed and that Ron is also going to have his fixed (Roth 18). Without Ron’s Jewish wedding and few small hints such as Mrs. Patimkin talking to Carlota about not mixing up the milk silverware and meat silverware, the reader would not know that the Patimkins were a Jewish family (Roth 26). It is as if the Patimkin family have become so American that they have become less and less Jewish. Their immigrant roots are much more in the past for them than they are for the Klugmans who still live in Newark. 
Although, on the one hand Neil seems to view the Patimkin’s  lifestyle as a wonderful thing, he is really a bit too impressed with everything so that it makes him feel uncomfortable. Neil’s descriptions of the Patimkins and their house is partly full of admiration but at the same time they make everything seem almost unnatural. The first examples that come to mind are again Ron’s immensity, the sporting goods growing from the trees, and fruit growing in the refrigerator (Roth 22, 39). Another  example is when Neil joins the Patimkins for dinner for the first time. Mr. Patimkin and Ron almost seem like superheroes to him because they are big and can eat enormous amounts of food.  Mr. Patimkin, for instance, is described as “a ferocious eater” who “attacked his salad” (Roth 23). Neil also tells the reader how Mr. Patimkin eats three helpings of salad and Ron eats four, while he himself only eats one (Roth 23). Also, conversation between the Patimkins is very fast and Neil cannot even participate. He is asked where he lives but cannot give an answer before the conversation has already moved on (Roth 25). Throughout the whole scene, it is clear to the reader that Neil is very uncomfortable. His discomfort is conveyed through Neil’s thoughts about feeling small compared to Mr. Patimkin and Ron, the speed of the conversation and eating and his own voice that suddenly sounds to him like that of a choir boy’s (Roth 24-25). In addition, Neil feels uncomfortable when he discovers that Brenda studies at Radcliffe College, which is part of Harvard University, in Boston. He usually dislikes Harvard students and although he says he does not care about telling people that he went to Newark Colleges, it comes across as if he does mind, and possibly, it makes him feel a bit ashamed. “... I come right out with it: Newark Colleges of Rutgers University. I may say it a bit too ringingly,  too fast, too up- in- the- air, but I say it” (Roth 16). Clearly, although in general Neil likes the Patimkins just fine, especially Brenda, he does not feel completely at ease with them. Neither does he feel at ease with their lifestyle. It is all a bit too big, too fast, and too much for him. Even though this life is completely different from the life Neil knows in Newark, this also does not fit him. Newark is too closely connected to his Jewish background but Short Hills is too far divided from it.
Neil Klugman does not feel like he belongs in any of the places he knows. Roth has used art in Goodbye, Columbus as a metaphor for Neil’s feelings and wishes. Near the beginning of the novella, Neil meets a coloured boy at the library whose name is never revealed. The boy asks Neil where he can find the ‘heart section’, meaning the ‘art section’ (Roth 32). The boy’s referring to the art section as the ‘heart section’ is due to the boy’s accent but it seems this was cleverly used by Roth as a metaphor for the boy’s and Neil’s wishes to be in a different place. Neil tells the boy where to find the art section and later goes to check on him. The boy is looking at a book containing paintings by Gauguin and asks Neil where the pictures were taken. Neil explains to him that Gaugain did not take the pictures but painted them and that the place in the painting is Tahiti. (Roth 34-35). The island is unlike anything the boy has ever seen before and it is very appealing to him (Roth 34-35). It soon becomes clear that the boy and the Gaugain paintings portray Neil and Short Hills. In the scene described above, Neil tells the boy that Tahiti is “very far” (Roth 34). At the end of the scene, Neil thinks about Short Hills and tells the reader that he could already see Short Hills “in [his] mind’s eye, at dusk, rose-colored, like a Gaugain stream” (Roth 35). This reminds of Neil saying about Short Hills that “[i]t was, in fact, as though the hundred and eighty feet that the suburbs rose in altitude above Newark brought one closer to heaven... “(Roth 14-15). This shows how far away Short Hills is for Neil. Short Hills is, as Barry Gross states in his article “American Fiction, Jewish Identity and Black Characters: The Return of “The Human Negro” in Philip Roth”, Neil’s Tahiti (12). Additionally, like Neil, the boy does not seem to fit in anywhere. When Neil’s tells the boy he can have a library card which would allow him to take the book home, the boy tells him that he does not want to take it home because  there “somebody would dee- stroy it”, indicating that he is different from the people he lives with (Roth 50-51). However, he also does not fit in the library, which is to him what Short Hills is to Neil. In the library, the boy has to climb “long, marble stairs” to get to the art section and Neil’s colleague does not like the boy there (Roth 42, 33). The boy is also like Neil in that he is longing to be in a different place. He likes the idea of Tahiti because it looks like a calm, peaceful place in the painting. The boy says to Neil that “[they ain’t no yelling or shouting here, you could just see it”(Roth 34). Neil has not yet succeeded in finding a place and lifestyle that feels right for him and so he is longing for an alternative world where everything is exactly right for him and where he would feel completely at ease (Nilsen 80).  
Neil cannot find what he wants in life in Newark or in Short Hills. At the end of Goodbye, Columbus, summer is over and the coloured boy has stopped coming to the library. Neil feels this is a good thing because there is “[n]o sense carrying dreams of Tahiti in your head, if you can’t afford the fare” (Roth 93). This, according to Gross, predicts the end of Neil’s relationship with Brenda and his visits to Short Hills (Gross 19). Both Short Hills and Newark are not the right place for Neil. He does not feel entirely comfortable in either place. The reason for this seems to be that Neil has not yet for himself been able to answer the question whether he is an American- Jew or a Jewish- American. 
In contrast to Roth’s novel, the protagonist’s Jewish roots in Yael Goldstein’s novel are much more in the past and almost invisible. The following nine paragraphs will argue that Tasha Darsky’s talent, perfectionism, and relationships are essential in her quest to find her own identity, as it is these factors that have her trapped between who she is and who she wants to be. Her Jewish background plays a minor, but vital, part in her struggles.
 The Passion of Tasha Darsky is told through Tasha’s own memories. She was born in the 1960s  to a wealthy family in New York City. Her parents own an art gallery (Goldstein 7,9). Tasha’s parents started her on violin lessons at five years old, after she asked her mother how she could “work sound into a picture” (Goldstein 8). It is at her teacher Mrs. Blau’s house, not long after she starts playing the violin, that she discovers her love for music. When Mrs. Blau has her listen to Beethoven’s music, Tasha feels like this music grants her access to a wonderful new part of herself which she never wants to leave. She describes it as “one of those  dreams where I discover a fantastic new wing to my house...” (Goldstein 11). She almost obsessively tries to remember  every detail of the music she has heard, afraid to lose this special place she has found within herself and not be able to find it again (Goldstein 11).  It is then that Tasha first starts to feel concerned about whether she matters in the world and how she can make sure that she does (Goldstein 12). 
Soon after Tasha started taking violin lessons, it became clear that she was extremely talented. She was even able to win competitions for young violinists while most other participants were considerably older. After winning a particularly big competition, the New Jersey Symphony Orchestra Young Artist Search, Tasha’s father decides she should not waste any time at school. From the age of eleven, she is homeschooled and starts devoting more time to the violin. She practises every afternoon and even gets to study at Juilliard on Tuesdays (Goldstein 13-14). During this time in her life, Tasha discovers her ability to find that special place in her mind that she first found listening to Beethoven years ago, while she is playing the violin. She discovers that this part of her is filled with images and feelings and when she pays attention to them, it affects her music. She remembers that Mrs. Blau, over the years, had constantly interrupted her playing to ask her what she was feeling as she played a particular piece (Goldstein 15). She had been trying to make Tasha “make music with [her] whole being” (idem). Being able to do that, makes Tasha feel like she can “turn every bit of sound in the world into music” (idem). However, right after discovering this talent, her insecurity takes over again and she feels that it is not enough. “The same something that couldn’t be expelled through paintbrushes or pencils, hadn’t been expelled through my violin” (idem). It is Julius, Tasha’s friend at Juilliard, who first suggests that she could write her own music after she tells him of her fear that just playing the violin very well, is not enough (idem). Tasha soon starts taking composition lessons and is able to write several promising pieces. Even though she does not think of composing as fun, because she has trouble translating the music that is inside her to notes on paper, keeping at it gives her piece of mind (Goldstein 16). 
At fifteen years old, Tasha meets an older artist, whose name the reader never learns, who is represented by her father (Goldstein 19-20). During summer she has grown into a woman and although she feels insecure about this at first, she soon decides she can use this development to her own advantage (Goldstein 19). The artist feels quite attracted to Tasha, and almost kisses her when they first meet, but decides against it at the last moment (Goldstein 20). She is invited to his apartment the next day and discovers she has provided inspiration for the artist’s new painting (Goldstein 20-22). She is never invited again but she continues to visit him, even just to sit there and compose. She feels so happy when she is near him that she can put her music to paper more easily (Goldstein 25). Apparently, Tasha’s confidence has grown because the artist was inspired by her and seems to like her and this helps her in composing. Even though he never again gives any implication that he is attracted to her, Tasha imagines they have some sort of secret affair and that they both need each other (Goldstein 26-27). Nevertheless, after a while, Tasha stops visiting the artist because she feels guilty for sneaking round behind her mother’s back, who she never told about the ‘relationship’( idem). 
After Tasha turns seventeen, her father wants her to begin applying to colleges and Tasha is accepted to Harvard. Mrs. Blau has arranged for Tasha to meet with Annabelle Scherr, a very famous violin teacher who lives in East Cambridge, once a week (Goldstein 38). Mrs. Scherr turns out to be very stern but after a few weeks Tasha’s technique improves further and though she feels good about that, she is having trouble composing again. She realises that her compositions of the last few years had relied on her crush on the artist, which upsets her a great deal (idem). Soon after this realisation hits Tasha, she applies for, and is granted, a spot in Robert Masterson’s composition class (Goldstein 39). Masterson turns out to be extremely forward in critiquing his students’ work and his comments can be quite devastating. For this reason, Tasha is completely shocked when, in the third week of classes, Masterson announces her work to be “the first salvageable work of the semester”(Goldstein 43). This is a turning point for Tasha. It gives her more confidence which helps her, once again, to compose more easily. “Ever since he’d called my rondo “salvageable,” I’d been working better than I had in months”(Goldstein 44). Then, Tasha is asked by Masterson, after Mrs. Scherr recommended her, to perform as the soloist for the debut of his violin concerto, and she is told by many people, including Masterson, that she plays the piece exceptionally well (Goldstein 46- 55). This, together with a brief affair with Masterson and his telling her that her work was promising, increased Tasha’s confidence even further and she continues to do well in composing (Goldstein 60-63). 
After summer, at a party at Masterson’s house, Tasha first hears of Jean Paul Boumedienne. Tasha’s relationship with Jean Paul is the most important relationship in the  entire novel as it eventually determines almost the entire course her life takes. She learns that Jean Paul is the composer of the music that is being performed at the party and that he has come to the United States to study with Masterson (Goldstein 74-76). The first feelings Jean Paul spurs in Tasha, before they even meet, are anger and jealousy because he was being praised for his composing talent and because he is thought of as one of the most promising composers. Tasha at first does not like his music at all but cannot help but feel that he is on the verge of creating a sound that is completely new and exciting (Goldstein 75-76). When she does meet him, though, she immediately feels attracted to him and even though she remains a bit jealous, she cannot help but feel respect for him and to want for him to like and respect her as well (Goldstein 78-80). Jean Paul’s music is innovative. He writes melodies that seem atonal and messy at first but grow into something wonderful. Tasha tries to compose a piece of music in his style and Jean Paul feels that Tasha understands his music, understands what he is trying to achieve. He tells her that what she wrote is good and from that moment starts referring to ‘his ideas’ as ‘their ideas’ (Goldstein 84). Quite soon, Tasha starts thinking of them as “a collective whose aim was to produce great art” (Goldstein 88). Her confidence grows again as Jean Paul keeps praising her and even tells her that he has been working better since they had met himself (Goldstein 88-89). Again, her relationship with a man is having positive effects on her composing. The effect her relationship with Jean Paul has on her work reminds Tasha of the effect her imaginary affair with the artist had when she was fifteen. However, her perfectionism, as always, is hovering near and is keeping her from showing any of her work to Jean Paul, at least as long as it is unfinished (Goldstein 88). Moreover, when she sees Jean Paul with another woman, she is immediately afraid that it might be his girlfriend and feels terribly insecure. “My self-esteem was plummeting... quickly...”(Goldstein 91). Tasha soon finds out that the woman was not Jean Paul’s girlfriend and gets romantically involved with him herself (Goldstein 95-100). She feels wonderfully important because Jean Paul thinks of them as a partnership, wants her help, and wants to know her opinion on everything he writes. The relationship makes her work flourish. “Masterson had even called one piece “good”” (Goldstein102-103). After the winter break, in January, Tasha moves in with Jean Paul and the next summer is spend with her parents and his parents respectively (Goldstein 103, 107). There are only a few moments of insecurity for Tasha in all those months which are caused by her mother saying she and Jean Paul were perfect together. It makes her wonder if “being perfect complements belied the claim that [they] were equals”(Goldstein 107). However, these doubts only last briefly and Tasha is quite happy throughout the summer. It is only in November that Tasha is feeling frustrated because she has not been able to produce anything satisfactory for a while and it is in that moment that she finds a letter written by Jean Paul to his mother (Goldstein 109-110). In this letter, Jean Paul point out to his mother that Tasha’s empathy makes her as good a violinist as she is. He also writes that she seems to understand his ideas better than him, she helps him to improve his work, and that this sometimes “makes [him] feel sad for her” (Goldstein 110). This, again, is a turning point for Tasha. The letter crushes her self- esteem as she starts thinking that Jean Paul believes that her talent only consists of ‘understanding’ and being able to play other people’s music (idem). She never mentions the letter to Jean Paul but she is convinced that this is what he meant and soon believes he is right. “What had I ever produced on my own? Nothing worth speaking of” (Goldstein 112). Nevertheless, Tasha becomes increasingly annoyed with Jean Paul and starts to express this not through words, but through her violin. She starts imagining every composer as Jean Paul and approaches every piece of music she plays as a fight against him. She can no longer play anything without the feeling of a struggle taking over. The first time she plays like this during a lesson at Mrs. Scherr’s, she is praised for it. She finds more joy in playing and starts playing more than she had in a long time (Goldstein112-113). Not long after this, Tasha agrees to Mrs. Scherr’s proposal to enter an international competition in Vienna and she passes the screening stage (Goldstein 113). A few months later she leaves for Vienna where she experiences one moment of breakdown when she thinks about not being a talented composer and how, as she believes, she is a disappointment to her parents and does not matter in the world, the exact things she was already afraid of at five years old. After this breakdown, however, Tasha feels better and suddenly is determined to win the competition (Goldstein 127). Throughout the competition, she plays increasingly better, getting lost in the music and her fight against Jean Paul while performing, and then dreading losing Jean Paul and giving in to the music. She succeeds in drawing in the audience and making them feel through her performances what she feels, which earns her a place in the final. She comes in second and is overjoyed, not only with the result but because she has discovered she loves performing and feels at home on the stage (Goldstein 127-135). When she arrives back home, she still feels completely happy for a few days while her good result is still being celebrated. She is even happy with Jean Paul again. However, as soon as he asks her to help him with one of his compositions, all the mixed feelings are back and Tasha even tells Jean Paul that his work is just that and not ‘their’ work (Goldstein 137). After this, they start to fight regularly and Tasha is often tempted to tell him she had read the letter and let him know what it had done to her but she cannot do this because at some level, she feels that she has no right to be angry over it. “Was that his crime, knowing what I was and what I was not”? (Goldstein 139). Tasha decides to break up with Jean Paul after touring through Europe during summer, which was part of her prize from the competition in Vienna (Goldstein137, 148). Her performances had made an international impression and provided her with many offers for solo appearances (Goldstein 147). Her decision to leave, leaves Jean Paul heartbroken and Tasha herself insecure about who she is without him (Goldstein 154-155).
The next years or her life, which Tasha spends touring, she feels that Jean Paul, though she does not see him nor hears from him, is still the main man in her life because he was still the reason for her emotional performances (Goldstein 163). It is eight years before she comes across his name on a flyer in Oberlin. She does not see Jean Paul there but she gets to hear his music. She discovers his music has changed as it is no longer emotionless and thinks it is brilliant. She wants to help Jean Paul break through as a composer by performing his compositions and writes him a letter but Jean Paul does not agree (Goldstein 163-177). This is when her mother suggests that instead of playing Jean Paul’s music, Tasha should play some of her own music and Tasha’s insecurity comes back into the picture. Tasha is opposed to this idea as she has not written anything since she was still in college and has never felt her music was worthwhile. However, due to her mother’s persistence she eventually agrees and starts putting together many of the separate melodies she wrote, into one medley which she calls ‘Sound Fragments’. ‘Medea’s Fantasy’, which she had written while taking Masterson’s composition class, is the only finished piece she decides to debut. Not all the reviews are positive but Tasha is finding it hard to believe that people are finding her music worthy of any mention at all, good or bad. Moreover, instead of feeling happy about the debut she can only think of how wrong it is that her music is now better known than Jean Paul’s (Goldstein 179-181). The debut of her own compositions is another turning point for Tasha. Feelings of being unworthy haunt her again and it leads her to telling her mother the reason she broke up with Jean Paul. “I suppose it was because I was just me and he was him... I couldn’t stand him lover the lesser of us...” (Goldstein 184). Her mother tells her that this is not true and that she is the only one who sees it this way. After this, Tasha tries to compose again, but fails. Once again, this is making her feel bad. It even affects her playing. She no longer feels the will to fight with every piece of music she plays (Goldstein 185). The change in her performances is not looked upon as a bad one by the critics but it is by Tasha herself. “...I knew it was a regression”(Goldstein 186). 
For a long time after this, nothing significant happens in respect to Tasha’s insecurity about composing. She meets the legendary Polish filmmaker Aleksander Pasek in Paris and feels attracted to him because he reminds her of Jean Paul and decides to visit him in Poland (Goldstein 186- 189). She has a brief affair with Pasek and becomes pregnant with a daughter she calls Alexandra, or Alex. Pasek does not want anything to do with the child so Tasha leaves (Goldstein 190-214). When Alex is a few years old, Tasha decides to starts performing again and when Alex is five years old, she starts travelling with her mother (Goldstein 230, 240). It is not long after this that they discover Alex has a talent for playing piano (Goldstein 241). They soon find out Alex also loves to perform and they let her perform with Tasha regularly, and sometimes even by herself after she turns twelve (Goldstein 246-248).
Another difficult period for Tasha starts when Alex is fourteen. Tasha decides they need a break from touring and they go home (Goldstein 248). Soon after that, she meets with Robert Masterson, who tells her he has always wondered why she had stopped composing. She had been one of his most promising students. “I think you have denied the world something, and I can’t figure out why” (Goldstein 251-252). At first, Tasha feels happy. Here was another person, after her mother, who felt that she had been a talented composer. However, she quickly starts feeling terrible. She might have been talented, but she had never been able to create the music she knew she had in her, and it seems to keep haunting her. It is almost the same feeling she had fifteen years earlier after her mother had convinced her to compose again, only to find out she no longer could (Goldstein 252). After a while, Tasha thinks it is best to start performing again and they plan a tour in summer. Sadly, it turns out she has lost her ability to feel her performances, and make the audience feel with her. “I knew it would be terrible before I even started to play”. “... I felt nothing...”(Goldstein 269). It seems that after all these years, Tasha has come to realise that even though she might have had a talent for composing before, she has lost it. She has lost the fight. Performing is no longer satisfactory and after only one tour, Tasha goes home again. She stays home for over a year and starts teaching at Juilliard (Goldstein 285). By the next summer, her father has started to push her to officially announce her retirement and to start planning a farewell concert, which, after thinking about it, she agrees to (Goldstein 291-292). It is at the farewell concert that Tasha, at the last moment, improvises a piece of music and, though it is no struggle this time, feels the music and finally feels like a musician again (Goldstein 319-321).
All her life, Tasha has been feeling insecure. Interestingly, Tasha’s fears are announced near the start of the novel. What she is afraid of at five years old, is what she remains afraid of all her life. It is just after she has started playing the violin and has heard Beethoven’s music at Mrs. Blau’s home when she realises that playing the violin is not enough for her. She wants to turn every sound in the world into music. Moreover, it is not only something that she wants to do, but something that she feels she has to do. She wonders “how and when [she will] matter in the world...”. “What can I do to ensure that I do”? “What will happen to me if I don’t” (Goldstein 12). The feeling that she has to create something special always keeps Tasha worried and insecure. Surprisingly, it is, partly, her Jewish background that installs these fears in Tasha that remain such an important factor throughout her life. As a child, Tasha often hears her parents speak about great artists as if they are the most important and brilliant people in the world. She recalls that her parents’ talk combined with the “Jewish heritage that [her]  grandparents [tried]  to sneak into [her] bedtime stories” caused her to think that the great artists in the world were God’s Chosen People (Goldstein 11). This is why that day at Mrs. Blau’s house is also the day that Tasha starts feeling insecure. She almost immediately feels scared that she might not have this kind of wonderful music inside her and that if that is the case, she is not good enough for God, her parents, or anyone else (Goldstein 11-12). This insecurity causes Tasha’s struggle to find her identity. It keeps her from being who she wants to be and she cannot feel content with who she is.
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